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by Nilgiin Oztabag 

One more time, Zigeunerweisen 
I went from one tavern to another last night 
in Istanbul 
and looked for you in the lip traces on every glass. 
Wines dripped on the tables 
then beer, then vodka and all the barman had, 
even one other drink from China. 

In the Hungarian gypsies' section 
where I stopped last 
I paid that old fiddlemim 
all the change I had 
and he played that troika again and again and again. 
They clapped to me for some time 
I remember rolling from one arm to another arm 
each one whispered your name in my ear. 
I even bore with that son-of-a-bitch 
Yurika's stinking breath and wet beard 
to get another lira to pay 
the fiddleman. I yelled at him 
One more time, for Pete's sake, one more time 
Play that Zigeunerweisen. 

That taxi driver was there, too. 
Remember how he opened me the door 
when I wrapped myself in my fur 
and gave him a look that sent an arrow in his heart? 
He drove 80 an hour on the bridge 
every time I waved my hand and 
let him have my Fleurs du Temps. 
And you and me changed continents 
all that night, I don't know how many times. 
'Cause all I remember is you kept say in' 
Drive back again, she likes the bridge, 
And I'm payin', you don't complain . 
Till 5 that morning, until 
the confetti rain died out 
he drove between Asia and Europe. 

And now imagine the cunning smile 
on his face! .. .lmagine the wound in my heart ... 
As I sweat and sweat, 
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He stuck the bills on my damp forehead. 
Oh, how I kissed them goodbye and gave them 
to the fiddleman and begged him to 
Please play that Zigeunerweisen 
Haven't got more change. 
Oh, please let me have it again. 

Glinka blinked at me from the corner 
and opened one more button fro~ her shirt, 
While I waited to see your face in the dusty mirror, 
The Hungarian dances wrapped themselves around my neck 
with drunk breaths, they raised me in the air 
and unraveled my braids one by one. 
I yelled loud and clear in the arms of Hochinka's son 
One more time play that Zigeunerweisen! 

Glinka's daughter Zerafina 
Gave me a look over her shoulder 
and called me near her with her fingers, 
three rings on each, 
she whispered in my ear, 
You fool woman, he'll never come 
he joined the navy, went to some south sea 
Here, he gave me that letter to give to you. 

I was damned. 
I was damned that night. 
If I knew how to count, 
I could tell you now 
How many glasses broke, 
how much damage was done. 

I sit here now 
among the tables I just wiped. 
I work for the bartender in that same bar 
to pay my debts. 
I give him the tips, 
and winks and all that. 
But he says I gotta work here another six months 
before my dues clear. 
And that fishy-breeze-lovin'-son-of-a-bitch 
bubblin' in some south seas, 
if only he knew 
how eaten I am inside, 
stuck in the Hungarian section 
in some back streets of the European side. 
As for Zigeunerweisen, 
I don't even dare whistle it. 
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by Andy Angelo 

Tears of Erice 
In ancient streets 
wrinkles carved by vegetable carts 
fill with winter rain, 
washing. A noble boy carries 
his sister on his back 
across the singing shadow 
of San Giovanni's bell. 
A pigeon starts and sputters upward 
then returns to its nest in the belltower. 

Watch as clouds move into gaps 
between the town's peeling walls . 
Feel their angelwing fingers 
wipe your face of old tears; 
as they flee to the Mediterranean 
leaving a ballet of sun jewels 
on the streams of winter rain. 



by Vickie Reichow 

Fish stage 
for Scott 

We lay out 
like the last stink of the fish, 
learning from a cloud 
what forms we have known 
and in some fogpocket 
still know. 

2 

With the swerve of a tail 
we fan the reptillian faces and mounds 
into shadows. 
When we float up again 
it will be for the white thighs of the sun. 
All will be smooth if her knees 
will only hug us hard enough for us to know 
what we want to know. 

3 

The stage of the fish is two way and 
silent until the pulse of an old cloud 
strikes up, then, anythi ng that's ever been a fish 
can hear the screaming 
for when a shadow nudges 
the fish can feel the knocking. 
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by Eva Fernandez 

Thirteen Ways of Looking at Salt 

The table is set for you; 
There's salt for every meal. 

II 
Butter and salt 
Improve string beans. 

Ill 
Salt on the road 
Melts the death 
Of a Father. 

IV 
The guests threw salt 
At the bride and groom. 

v 
Salt dribbles 
From the edge of the table, 
Showering our wounds. 

VI 
The salt of the night before 
Bloated her 
So that she could not 
leave the bed. 

VII 
A mixture of sugar and salt 
Is often mistaken 
For confetti 
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VIII 
In our embrace, 
The salt of labor 
Sweats from my love's eyes. 

IX 
When no one was watching, 
The salt shaker moved 
Of its own accord. 
The table could not explain this . 

X 
The priest blessed a child. 
Crossing it with salt. 

XI 
I walk through all of this, 
Searching the lint in my pockets 
For the texture of salt. 

XII 
This is a Ia carte, she said. 
You'll find the salt 
In the middle of the table. 

XIII 
Walking through all of this, 
I know a small boy 
Has poured a cone of salt 
In his hand 
And danced outside 
To count the grains. 
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by Suzanne Farley 

Him 
Beneath your golden soft fur, 
behind your hunter's eyes, 
with their taste for bloody purple 
is the animal, the hunter that does not know 
he is being hunted. 
He purrs contented in his sleep 
twitching his limbs in an imaginary pounce 
scratching his hard lean flank 
while 
belly-rubbing the sheets. 
The animal is sleeping. 
He does not hear the measured breathing 
lulling him unconscious, 
no longer feels the finger stroke 
trailing along his spine. 
Instead he rolls over, chilled by the night 
and burrows deeper into the dark. 
He had given up the prowl. 
He is growing slow and forgetful. 
He chills easily and his dreams are the dreams 
of an old lap-dog 
remembering, imagining, purple 
hunter's heat. 
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Eleven O'Clock A.M. 
And she can't remember if she made love last night, 
if her emptiness was temporarily filled. 
She has been so nervous she hardly ever sleeps. 
When she shuts her eyes all of her inadequacies 
are laid out before her, in slow motion, 
repeating and coli aging 
until she has to open her eyes again 
to keep from screaming. 
The sheets will not speak to her of last night, 
she made the bed without thinking and 
the dishes in the sink tell her 
she has already had breakfast. 
There is a broken egg by her feet. 
The yolk is oozing towards her toes. 
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by Louise Bacon 

Terrorism in Cincinnati, or One of the Genus Lynx 
This is the devil cat, the hot black cat, 
The Wild Child of Aveyron, 
Come to haunt these staunch and German souls, 
Inhabiting such staunch houses, with such Biblical tables, 
Such kitchens smelling of cookies and old maid aunts. 
Bessie Payne, having lived a good life in Cincinnati, 
lays down her head and dies, 
lays down her head and is soon found and loudly grieved. 
Her blind brother is too old, 
He cannot play pallbearer. 
We are too young, we declare from behind the couch. 
The Wild Cat of Aveyron licks her Callie claws, 
Clutches the chairs, clutches the gold upholstery 
With her white latin southern teeth. 
The Wild Child sleeps on our feet, 
Her purr lulls us through the night. 
She wants the window open, 
This hot black cat, 
With her warm belly, her warm breath. 
She smells of soot and earth. 
She does not eat plants, despite what I was told. 
She bats paper between her paws, 
Scraps of poetry, of the New York Times. 
Her latin-French-Italian soul abhors closed doors, 
Abhors the locks that click at six a.m. 
So we open the door, for you, southern cat. 
The Good Doctor throws up his hands. 
We search for some pallbearers. 
The cat saunters back into her forest. 
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September 2nd, 1963 
Mother is fat. 
Benedict breaks beans into grandma's tin bucket. 
Above her the girl-grandmother, in her snug, white frame, 
leads a long-dead cow through a long-dead meadow. 
She tends two bald babies in an orchard. 
(There is no fruit on the trees, it must have been cold). 
It is September. 
Baby Angela Simone rides home. 
Her feet drip over her mother's lap onto Benedict. 
Daddy nailed shut the doors of the car, 
Says Benedict, 
So no-one would fall out 
Onto the edge of the road. 
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by Jim Ketelaar 

Words on the Action 
I. 
Incense screams after the final bell. 
All earth tones 
Sitting rooted 
Breath comes from lower belly 
Rock straight. 
The server halts in front 
Bow- present bowl -
Signal stop with right index finger
Bow- replace bowl -bow 
Spine reaching deep into soil 
'We all carry our own axis- mundi.' 
Doing the final prayer-
An offering of rice and soup to Shaka Sarna
Bow-eat. 
The body is maintained, we live in this world now. 

II. 
Snow gently falls in the garden of stone 
Raked rock patterns the snow 
After itself. 
Moss receiving 
Snow swirl in the corner 
Stone swirl in the snow 
Stone wind. 

Ill. 
Shaved heads generating heat 
bodies draped in black 
a white under kimono. 
Assistant carries meter long kesaku 
The finger of Shaka Sarna 
' it makes. you straight.' 
Sending the receiver into only its sound, 
Cracking the snow quiet room 
With a slap blast. 
The Dharma can be wielded 
Very heavily 
Especially on the very thick. 

IV. 
lncenscloud • 
The server presents food
Bow - offer bowl-
Not signalling stop 
Hot soup runs between silent fingers 
Down wrists, drips into spotless sleeves. 
Falls on folded legs, 
Drops to floor joining swept stone 
Snow splash. -14-



Iron Snow 
Salami thick with fat, 
spilled beer on breast, aT-shirt belly. 
Hard bread is left near pillows, 
strewn cards, 
mammoth women in button up the front shifts, 
their slips always seen, 
are reading fortunes by the celtic method 
with a modern card adaptation. 
Tired children, dirt faces, quiet beautiful eyes, 
are chewing slowly salami. 
Shades pulled low all over 
the three day sweat of a hundred humans. 
sheets are used until the fifth day. 
Men are smoking black tobacco 
in between cars, in the small space 
in front of the cold hoarding toilet. 
An occasional man in white jacket 
bearing stacks of aluminum tins, 
a ruble- twenty each, for stew. 
Chai from heavy women 
that guard/clean each car- nine kopecks. 
Stopping for a small breath, the too cold air 
freezing snot, breathing diesel in 
iron snow rust white. 
The whistle blows 

· the contained car hurtles towards Moscow. 
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by Suzanne }ones 

Walking Along the Shore of Lake Michigan at Little Sable Point 
(After James Wright) 
1. 
The sand heaves up into rounded hillocks 
The bellies of cattle resting. 
They press against each other 
And against the lake, which presses back. 
Overhead the gulls circle 
Eying the abundance of America. 

2. 
In Ohio torches outline the faces 
of old men and women. 
Sagging to work and back 
They are used to the night. 
They go unnoticed by those 
In well-lighted buildings. 
In the shadows of their skirts and raincoats 
The scurrying of rats 
Or their children. 

3. 
Somewhere off the lighthouse an ore freighter 
Hit a sandbar and went down. 
This was recorded on Civil-war shipping charts. 
In summer, children in sailboats and canoes 
Stretch lean bodies 
Over the surface of the water. 
They are looking for ruins. 
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ode to the old grey cat 
the old grey cat is dead 
climbed clean out of his body and gone 
left it lamed by some dog 

. on a haystack funeral pyre 

he lies 
buttressed to the roof by cobwebs 
where spider and fly hang 
embalmed together with spit and blood 

down below the loft 
the cattle mount each other and fall 
their own body mud sucking them apart 
until they furiously circle again 
or stand Nazarenely still 

in January, when they are slaughtered 
their manure will be spread 
on corn and alfalfa fields 
where feed for next year's cows will grow 
in the newly fertile mud 

and the old grey cat in the loft 
withered and stiff as a pharoah's cat 
feeling the warmth to come in his bones 
will hatch out in flies and spiders 
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by Suzanne Jones 

flies 
at night I dream of them 
running dark fingers over me 
preening me as they preen themselves 
for death 

they move with me 
sticking like hands of seaweed 
moving with the thick grace 
of sea anemones 

beautiful stallions 
hungering for the quick of eye and mouth 
for the oozings of birth and death 

nectar-sucking the inner bloomings 
of stomach and gut and ass hole 
nursing the marrow from the bone 

anchoring us like the day-tendrils 
of the earth 
suckering us to the tilled soil 
where we sprang up 
crawling like larvae 
washing in our own spit 
holding each other darkly 
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Idiotic Contest Winner! 

The Oxonion Easter Egg 
1. 

Much to my surprise, when I opened the breadbox something warm and 
hard (a gaping mustard-mouthed tortoise) leapt into my hand, and spit into 
the tiny crevice of my baby wheels which grind the eyes of my dawnings awn
ings. The engine's notes gave a pleasant nod to a blind wink. Much to my loss, 
synthetic sensitivity showered the senses with prune juice, and rejoiced in the 
freshness and spontaneity of the moment. 

Afterward, the mighty Weblos and the re-tread, while trying to get it on 
with the pulsating toaster, began chanting: "We won't go. We won't go. We 
won't go," and then turned to our friends who had just gone yet had not been 
excused in the first place. "What is art?," we questioned. We finally got an 
answer, much to our astonishment, Novacoke grimaced on the seashore as 
the rippling waves caressed the karma of my cards. No longer were words like 
"trump" or "eucre" an obstacle. 

My options unlimited, I went to consult the mighty masked toenail, out 
seeking revenge on my little sister, he tied the ribbons 'round her slim ankles 
and licked the confetti from between her (th) eyes and saw the waves in her 
sea and sawed the wood in her tree and treed her cat in the breeze. When she 
finally blossomed, she smiled like a shit-eating supposition. She relaxed, ex
amining the hairs on her paw in bewilderment and trembled at the sight of the 
vacumous void. The Pilot Razor Point scrawed the sacriligious sacrament sa
cred to the hearts of the sceptered serpent's sermon. 

So, the bungalow was uncommonly quiet as the retarded chickens began 
eating the humongous-hiratio who psychotically screamed: "Coming mother," 
to the dismay of the yellow-breasted, polka-dotted, wing-tipped maniac of the 
ape persuasion who suddenly passed the pipe to another asinine mouth. "It 
should be quicker than it's been being" and was alone again. 

2. 
When the Kalamazoo Nursinghome awoke, free-association flowed thru 

on this neau mourning with the breakers, done is don't know halves. We en
tered the den of destruction thru holes in the web-footed reasoning. Ther arti
choke hearts were beating fast to the sound of adrenaline, and the livers quiver
ed at the rustling of the peacan philandering pen which were careening off the 
windows and lampshades which, committing blasphemy, wrote a book about 
the evils of all evils which describes the time when innocence yielded to the 
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sweet successes of sexual succintness, savoring simple, sensory sentences. 
When Duane was getting peached by a fucking semi, the bacon of Macon 

copped fuzz off of dirty copper. Afterwards he murmured and I quote, "I don't 
want to wake up with ants in my face. " So he put the cube in the furnace, 
hoping to curtail the production of aardvark ass holes, decided to develope an 
instant hemmerhoid powder to act on the sphincter, when Duane had just been 
creamed by that peach truck. 

The song was soft and a cure for psoriasis. The rainbow stretched its back 
onto the red-haired troll who shimmied on in the open air and rose above us, 
like a sphinx with the homesick blues. 

3. 
The Ballyhoo at the hoe-down was not to the liking of the praying mantis, 

so he stared at the moon for 15 hours and burned his eyes in the glaze of the 
vaze. Help me if you don't need the shampoo for the hairy-faced three wheeler. 
Her majesty Queen Cloop's pimps were trying to get the hair-faced three 
wheeler to steal the deal. What's the fuckin' deal? Do you ... do you ... do you 
really fuckin' feel it? 

Not than anyone would take it any differently than a monkey with a pedi
gree, but the sympathetic ceiling fan was vibrating to the jello in the pan. The 
air was thick and the mold was melting, but the cheese chose to stick it out. 
"How about you?" said the small wittoo dwarf. "Come down to my magical 
mystery wine wallow where I've wasted my ways on one-side seperations." 

When I was blasting the belly-button lint into the pubic knowledge, that 
hairy knowledge where lurks the corderoy mixes of blue and green dreams of 
verbs that fit into the cube. Cutting them makes them spoil their only pudendcee, 
because they had to eat pigmy pubes and elephant carcasssoup. 

The chemist tied up the future and went out" to look for his marbles. Track
ing mud on the we bios, the Cruss lived. The mouse, my friend, died. 

This exquisite story submitted by: 
David Whitmer 
David Kornblum 
Dan Blum 
Manha Fox 
Laura Garrison 
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A Work of Fiction 

by Dave Whitmer 

I awoke in my bed, with a strange woman asleep beside me. I was fifteen 
years old. Looking up, I saw three strange men standing on my floor, sitting in 
my chair, pacing on my rug as if I weren't there. One was burning my dresser 
with a cigarette (a fong one he had taken from someone's purse-the purse 
lying at the foot of my bed- not mine). I wondered if I knew these people and 
went to the bathroom where another woman I didn't know was taking a shower. 
I suddenly became hostile and indignant at this final liberty with my surround
ings (my mind too). Confused (before I realized that these might be dangerous 
criminals), I screamed, "Get the fuck out of here." I tried to regain control over 
my nerves. 

If they weren't evil criminals, why would or could they be in my room? 
What possible reason would they have for being in my house, (I was self-suf
ficient at fifteen), at eight o'clock in the morning, having snuck in while I slept. 
After the woman had nonchalantly glided out of the room, lightly draping her
self in my towel, I tried to lock the bathroom door, but I couldn't. Not knowing 
what else to do, I ran out of the house in my jockey shorts- just running, not 
looking for anyone or anything. There wasn't anyone to be found. I just ran, 
wanting to be alone-wanting to be free of the strangers and the confusion 
their entrance, so unexpectantly realized. 

But they caught me. One of them, a very large one with black hair, a thick 
chest bursting out of a football jersey, and hairy arms hanging below his knees, 
caught me while I was straining to keep up my pace-ready to have a heart 
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attack -while he was merely floating like an apparition in one of my adoles
cent dreams. He caught me easily and tossed me onto his shoulder as if I were 
a pillow he was plucking out of the air to place on my bed. 

He brought me back to the room and set me down on the floor. No one said 
anything to me. They began talking amongst themselves, nonchalantly whis
pering about the plans. I could distinguish only one word-what I thought was 
a name-ROLA-1 was curious but also certain that I shouldn't ask any ques
tions. I was still drowsy, and with just three hours of sleep behind me, I just 
wanted these people to leave. I made my mind a blank and fell asleep again. 

When I woke up, I was lying on my bed in my jockey shorts. Someone had 
taken my sheets, my blanket, my pillow case. I checked the room and nothing 
else was missing. I heard the rapid plopping and splashing of water and I thought 
it was raining. The sun was shining bright in a cloudless sky. I listened again 
and felt certain that someone was in my shower; I went and looked in. That 
same woman who had been in my bed was taking a shower. I looked at my 
watch; she had taken two showers in five hours. I left the woman alone for the 
moment and went back to my room to get dressed. It was a little chilly, so I 
put on my gray sweater and some long underwear. The shower stopped, and 
while I was lacing my shoes, the woman entered the room, drying her hair. "Go
ing somewhere?" she asked. She was short. slender, with deep dimples and a 
glittering smile; her eyes were warm and relaxed, sparkling almost. She went 
to my dresser, picked up my pocket watch and handed it to me. "You will need 
this," she said. "Be back before four o'clock." That was all she said. 

I left, and walking down the street alii could think about was that woman 
with the warm, twinkling eyes. Was she the same one who had been in my bed? 
In the shower too? Why were those people in my room at all? What had I done? 
What was so important about four o'clock? 

When I took my watch out it was two o'clock. Should I go to the police? 
No, they'd think I was crazy, and even if they came to my house I was sure 
that the intruders would have some kind of lookout and be gone before the 
pollee arrived, returning once I was alone again to harrass me further. I came 
to no conclusions, throwing out all possibilities as worthless. I was on my own 
against this, so I decided to have a few beers. I had only one, even that did not 
inspire any dramatic conclusions as to the course of action I should take. 
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I went to a drugstore and bought a paper, then sat down at the coun,ter to 
have a cup of coffee, some eggs and a doughnut. But I wasn't really hungry 
and just nibbled while reading the paper. There was no mention of any real 
criminals in Elyria, just a few speeding ticket announcements and an obituary 
or two. I was still confused. The coffee didn't help as I had expected it to. I re
mained sincerely puzzled. 

I went back to my house. There was absolutely nothing else to do. I deject
edly climbed the stairs to my room and slumped into a Yoga position just out
side my door. For a moment I tried to wish the people away, dreaming of the 
witches and MacBeth, Hansel and Gretel, Slowly, I let my head slide around 
the corner, whispering abracadabra, eye of newt and opensesame, but they 
were still there. 

Three men and one woman were using my room as a base or lounge, class
room or hideout-why was I blessed with their whispers about ROLA. I decided 
they must be crooks or anarchists-at least something I should try to stop. But 
I had nothing to go on-no way to get proof to assure my mind or the mind of 
anyone who might be willing to help. I thought that I was dreaming, or going 
insane, and tried to make my mind someone else's, trying to put the likes and 
character of Archilles, Hector, Alexander the Great in my shoes. I was becom
ing Winston in my mind as I fell asleep. 

I awoke lying on my bed with the woman's breasts lightly brushing my eye
lids as she crawled across me to put on my robe. She was a beautiful, hazy 
nymph and for a moment I thought that we were in the woods, lying by a stream 
and it was early morning. I opened my eyes wide, trying to be fully awake and 
I saw that it was about noon, my room was the same and she was a real woman 
bumping, grinding her way to the door, rubbing her eyes as she took off for the 
can. She was beautifully real. 

The men were still there, and they merely stood around the room, talking. 
I saw that one of the men was old, bald, and there was at least two days growth 
of whiskers on his thin face. He sat down in my chair, at my desk and began 
doing crossword puzzles. He worked slowly and I soon realized that he wasn't 
doing crosswords but was writing meticulously and thoughtfully in a small 
notebook. When he finished writing, he put the notebook into a briefcase and 
fell asleep in the chair. 
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The two young men were trying to decide what to. do while waiting for four 
o'clock. The large one who had brought me back to the room the first time, 
wanted to play cards until the old man woke up when they would go over the 
plans again. The smaller one wanted to read and grabbed a large anthology 
of English poets that I always kept on my desk. He sat down contentedly on 
the floor beneath my window looking out from time to time at the street below. 
The larger man sat down on the foot of my bed and stretched back on the 
sheets in a yawn. Rising, he pulled a sandwich out of his back pocket and be
gan to eat hungrily and with a blank, naive look in his eyes. 

Even more confused than before, I got up and ran into the bathroom. I threw 
open the door and the woman was there, taking a shower. I desperately needed 
to be alone and screamed at her, wanting her to leave. She wrapped a towel 
around her waist and tip-toed out of the room. I locked the door and sat down, 
thinking "Am I supposed to be asleep?" Nothing mattered but these three men 
and that woman. Was I a spy trained from birth to mysteriously transfer some 
valuable secret to these people? Should I ask them? They didn't seem to have 
anything to say to me, so I sat on the cold floor, wanting them to go away, lis
tening for every sound, quietly going insane. 

As I listened, I thought I could hear the leathery, dry sound of the old man 
with the little notebook scratching his ratty beard. The sounds grew and grew 
and I thought I heard the mushing and gnawing of the large young man eating. 
I heard nothing of the man who had been reading. Then another sound; rubbing, 
dripping -was that the man reading? Was it the woman? I thought of the wo
man and decided that she was probably drying her hair and that was the noise. 

Someone knocked on the door. I sat very still, amazingly still. A bug ran 
across the tile, It slid up my arm. I was ticklish, but I remained rigid. I somehow 
managed not to giggle. My feet felt suddenly very cold but I didn't dare move 
them. Then the knocking stopped and I jumped to my feet, jumping up and 
down, trying to warm up. I felt dizzy and passed out. 

When I woke up, I felt wonderfully light and warm all over. I left the bath
room and went to my room, hesitating outside the door. I was completely 
awake and no longer felt afraid or confused. I went into my room and the people 
had gone. I was alone, completely alone except for a note from the woman 
announcing that she would be over at_four that afternoon. 
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"What Happened in N.Y." by Eli Brunswick 

by Blue Oldham 

I. The Voyage Thereto 
"We, the readers of this, would like to protest, at this point, even though it 

may seem premature to many readers who may be unfamiliar with "Mister" 
(and we use the word advisedly) Brunswick's writings, against long-winded 
verbiage, but more particularly, we would like to protest, to rail against, to 
shake our fists, yeay, even in a veritable hurricane of blows raining down 
upon our overly- but alas mal-nourished skulls, against nonsense. Thank you, 
The Undersigned: .. . " 

Psst. Sign here, buddy (and buddyess). We're on our way. 

Shoom. Can you feel that power? That hum lets us know we're moving. That 
window lets us see. The oscillation of free-moving electrical waves puts us in 
a position of responsibility. So what are we doing here? We're on our way to 
New York, the- why, it's the capital of the world. And a marvelous place be
sides. let's observe our heroes, and at the same time, let's see if we can count 
them, shall we? 

II. There 
It was a very terse day, we said. We walked about the city. In every direc

tion there were masses of people. We asked the conductor where to get off, 
but he gave us the wrong directions. later we found he'd only arrived the day 
before. 

We really had wanted to go to Copenhagen but there was no plan. We were 
in New York. "At frst. it smd. ugly bt. now it's only drb." from my first day's 
journal. 

We blanched at the sight of the groceries. There were rats in the celery bins. 
With guns. later we found they were celebrating a religious holiday for an ob
scure sect, by proxy. 

We were greatly relieved. 

As the days past went by we asked for spare change on the streets, and 
were robbed. It's all true, what you've heard. Millions of people are robbed 
here daily. The robbers have turnstiles on Broadway and all the big avenues. 
They're hard to avoid. We joined a Christmas Club. 

We went to Brooklyn, to the zoo. We saw animals there, of course, and chi I-
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dren. But mostly we saw asphalt and canvas and some is a circus and some of 
it is underground. 

Back home, we sent out post-cards to be on game shows. We got onto one 
of them but we blacked out just after it started and spoiled the game. No one 
minded, they thought we'd been mugged. Still we felt a bit disillusioned, and 
when we got home we told us so, but to no avail. 

The next day in the paper we saw a story about an old friend of ours who 
seemed to be in town (as we then called New York). It called sooner than we'd 
expected. The sound of its voice numbed us; we basked in the glory of its hya
cinth-scented medallion. And then it was gone. 

Another friend came only days later. In between we cried, and when it 
came it cried too. We could hear it sobbing in another room, and as second to 
no other right we adore privacy, we, needless to say, did not see it. 

After it had gone, we asked ourselves if our friends had really been with us, 
and, to our relief, we decided they had (this came out of a group discussion, a 
rather vigorous one, we might add (mightn't we) (but back to our story). 

We were in New York for what seemed to be a long time and the days melted 
into nights endlessly. The nights did not really melt into the days, but seemed 
instead to end, in frozen and jagged instants like icebergs. Of course the morn
ings were not always so difficult, and at times we adored them for the way the 
turtles cooed on our window sills before we put our glasses on (Imagine: twenty 
or more of us, lying in our beds in the rosy-eyed dawn, blinking awake, one by 
one, to the gentle sound, over a period of perhaps(?) ten minutes, of the turtles 
cooing. And then, when we were all awake, to simultaneously put our glasses 
upon our noses and see those grotesqueries of modern life (cf. The New York 
Times): pigeons! No wonder we were "wroth to rise to the regent's reveille" as 
they say. 

Ill. There (cont.) 
On the subway one day we read: "Once there was a telephone operator 

who loved telethons and wanted to be on one. If a telethon was on while she 
was working she would watch and when some drunk would call because he'd 
forgotten the number and say "Get me the telethon! Hurry!" she would close 
her eyes and pretend she was on a telethon. Eventually she was fulfilled in her 
desire when she volunteered for a local PBS telethon, and today after working 
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her way up the ladder, she is teaching a "Sunrise Semester" TV class in Nuclear 
Aesthetics." 

"THIS COULD HAPPEN TO YOU!" 
We weren't sure about-

There the mixed universe- dimly nobody's, "our certain affair" we call it; we 
for a vast distance discern expensive episodes ahead and call life when practical 
"joke" and more. Then, but his own: occasions a man takes thought into his 
own hands. In this wit thereof that this strange whole he knows nought of, but 
takes is that the joke he does. 

-what to make of that. 

One day there was a feast all over the city and we went to it. Everything 
was divided and subtitled, which was ·okay for awhile, but wore on us after 
that. About that time this happened: 

A black and white faced mime in a top hat and tuxedo with a cane gestured 
while a loudspeaker blared. "Step right up to become the luckiest person on 
earth." We watched as people got in line with everyone else. "Everyone must 
hold hands." Some of the people in line looked at each other as if they were 
not sure they wanted to be there, but most of them smiled. They wanted to 
wave to their friends, but they remembered they had to hold hands. " Is every
body here who wants to be?" There was a last scramble for the line, and when 
it ended everyone was in line but us. Some people shouted for us to come, and 
some scowled at us, but we said we'd wait for the next time. The speaker said, 
"Of course you all realize that when you stand in line you relinquish any claim 
to a personal value system," and the mime pulled a big switch that had been 
camouflaged by some flowers. 

We were glad that we hadn't gotten in line. Then we went home. 

IV. Concluding 
The next day someone came and asked us questions. The day after that we 

went to Coney Island, which didn't exist. We wrote about it in our journals 
in invisible ink. Then we read what we'd written to us. About that time some 
of us disappeared. We didn't notice until later, but we traced our steps back
wards and that is where they led us. We were glad they led us there because it 
was a nice day and ever since then something had been missing. 

After this long time we went back home, where we are writing this right now. 
Time glides like the entrance to an expressway. 
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"General Advance" (Excerpt) 

by Russ Schneider 

It takes a lot of will to do something else when you have a desire to relieve 
a hardon, but we still moved out of there pretty fast, at least able to carry our 
laughter. We were stifling in it as we spra~led around the shadowed side of 
the car, dumping Bailey down after dragging him like three drunks with a worse 
drunk. Del peered around and was real quick under the dark red hood, hissing, 
"Terry, the second I've got it pull the choke and baby the gas real nice. This bitch 
should be fine tuned to a hair but I don't want to take chances playing games 
with it." 

So we do it all and Richard is going nuts trying to get the rumble unstuck 
without making any noise, and then him and Del making what seems like a hell 
of a lot of noise as they sprawl Bailey up and into it with him grungging grins 
and curses and uncorrupted inner fires. I take my foot off the pedal as Del 
slides his on and I slide to the passenger seat, my weight against the door and 
my elbow hanging out the window. We're gone then, but real cool and casual 
except for Richard fumbling and sticking up like a kite in the rumble with Bailey 
taking up most of the room. 

Nothing happens to us. We stroll out of there with our headlights on, sleekly 
purring and just a tiny gravel popping at thirty miles per. No shouting, and no 
gunfire after no shouting, and in me no quiver of fear or relief or hilarity or 
exulting, I think all that having been incessantly swallowed into my brain long 
ago like the darkness that swallows us and our lights now. Del steps it up once 
we're out of there and the sliver darkdust starts rising and little stones rattle 
against rubber and metal, and above this noise a funny level of quiet glows 
with the dashboard around us and our unroofed seats, mixing with the half
loud wind. It takes us less than a minute to get to the intersection, and our 
headlights pale the red lights of Blakey and Honeywell making their getaway 
back towards the blacktop in front of a hell of a lot of their own dust, and we 
have the crazy fortune to spotlight the chauffeur yelling and animal-eyed and 
almost drop-kneed against a huge phantom-bright tree, giving him the benefit 
of our angelic grins before crackling sharp left onto the tiny deep woods track 
with a single rump-thump to get into the twin ruts. 
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Branches scraped and swished against the car and I had to pull my elbow 
in, and our headlights lit up unholy black stages of trees and limbs the way 
lonely headlights do, but with the top down communion with even the black
woods night caressed us through the air. We swam through the impenetrable 
stuff, the car cruising slow and thumping here and there between the infinitely 
crossed hallways of trees. 

We come to the first hills of sand, spilling down through the tallest trees 
almost to the track, and which would block it in a few more years of drift. The 
sand rolled away up in cool shadow like a rocket-ramp towards the small stars 
that were above it. The track passed back through the trees again, which were 
broken more and more by other invasions of the surface of the earth. Then we 
came out of the woods altogether and rolled down an eroded bank to the beach, 
and the road ended and Del drove across the wide hard strip of the lower beach 
and parked beside Lake Michigan. 

Bailey growled. Richard said, "Watch your heads," and slipped down be
tween Del and me so that Bailey could have the whole rumble seat. He tried 
to say something and I said, "Yeah, not a bad change from trying to look out a 
hospital window, is it?" 

"'eah, b's'd ah bah s'grrt?" 

"Give him a cigarette," Richard said. 

"Asshole, how do you understand him so well? How does he understand 
you goddam cripples so well?" I said lighting a Lucky and handing it to Bailey's 
lips and guiding his hand to it, and he glaring back at me in a way I couldn't 
read. But then he laughed. His laugh is still the same, except that sometimes 
it sounds like it comes from someplace other than himself. He jerks his head 
around, looking across the water. I thought he looked content, and this was 
supposed to be a festive occasion after all. The waves were quiet, but the last 
light made them vast. The last light was already a part of the night, or of the 
deep, for it seemed as if it was rising up from beneath the surface of the horizon 
water. The stars came down to it in an immeasurable arc, already bright, already 
dark. 
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"I studied voice in school," says Richard, like a flake or like one of us reg
ular crazies I can never tell seeing as how I can never tell whether he's a flake 
or a regular crazy in real life. (Am I a regular crazy? I wonder in disdain but 
other times in paranoia). I said, "What are we waiting for, Del?" 

He said, "Nothing." He plays pinball with the engine for a few seconds, ring
ing all twelve cylinders, grinning, switching the lights back on, and then we're 
gone for other parts of this same sand. 

Now as Bailey's snarling fades away after shaking the spray as dry as he 
can and trying to grab Del around the neck and then fumbling crazily pathet
ically to the other side of the rumble seat to avoid another flash of spray from 
Del's knife-smooth swerves he gives Bailey a rueful glance and feels a strange 
warmth when Bailey raises his right arm and almost niftily flings his sodden 
butt at Del's head and he shares Bailey's fiery smile of triumph as they catch 
each other's eyes, Bailey raising his right arm again and madly clutching at his 
nose without letting out a whisper, he shaking loose and turning and saying, 
"All that boy needed is some fresh air anyway," and then leaning his elbow 
over the sill once more, forgetting as they cross the shallow rippled sand at the 
mouth of Blackbomber Creek that they would get the spray on both sides now 
and so snarling almost as incoherently as Bailey while Del grins again, in his wet 
surprise managing to catch only a glimpse of the black sunken gutted pro
foundly watchful '30 Ford Coupe that for a number of years has lain on its axles 
on the other side of Black bomber Creek, for this year only appearing to be an 
intentional marker between the trees and the tall naked dunes that sweep on 
to the north and from the north, waiting on the creek waters or the creek waters 
waiting on them, he also forgetting to build as he usually does upon his own 
meandering vision in which the creek is but a tributary of all the others, of 
the Black Defiance River and the Black Rage River and the Black Fatigue River 
and the Black Melancholia River and the Black Hilarity River all wound and 
crossed in some rushing yet photographically-memory-still negative-vision of 
Americana, he now looking up at the highest rises of the silent mounds, where 
diving semi-permanent ruts mark the route for Mac Wood's Dune Scooter Thrill 
Rides that he had often ridden on before becoming a resident and not a sight
seer, and above and behind which the lights of Silver Lake emanate faintly in 
the utter blue, lost among the dunes at the edge of the ocean of woods and 
flatlands, and even further above which rises the depthless white hole of the 
full moon, drowning even the nearby infini~y of the night in its rayless light, 
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he turning his head now and looking west across Richard's and Del's features 
and the dash and the glowing windshield frame and the omniscient waves 
and the dark while Richard turns on the car radio, squeering the dial here and 
there, catching the novelty of the Cubs playing under lights in Cincinnati, 
Richard saying, "I wonder what that's like," Del saying, "I'm wondering how 
you can catch a fucking fly ball in the dark. Seriously," and smoking cigarettes 
and making remarks about this and that at random intervals, ducking under 
the dash to light up after the wind kept blowing out matches, feeling the dry 
static warmth of the car around his cheeks while the outer air is quick above 
the top of his scalp, before Del glances and shouts "Hey hey" and stylishly 
produces the dark red Cord's built-in lighter and they saying "Well well," and 
"Huh," and passing it back to Bailey too, and tuning in to Benny Goodman's 
orchestra and swinging so madly up the beach at high speed, picking it up faster 
he feels as the music overspills the doors but then sometime locking into flight 
as constant as a beam of light, Goodman's clarinet worming from the orchestra 
and then streaming out like the celestial snake, gaily ringing the stars and enter
ing him too, he feeling the passage of the worm down to his groin that lets in 
the music and the night wind on his half-wet flesh and the feel of the smooth 
stolen tires on this stolen car, leaning back in his seat and looking up at the 
jumble of stars that seems this night to bear no bodies, no constellations, no 
telepathically understood patterns, just freezing into the gleam at the top of 
the dunes or splaying out over the great lake, later-after Goodman had ended 
and the radio had been turned off and their own thoughts had descended to 
them-remarking to himself how the stars burst across the black deep above 
him are like an electric reading of insane laughter, clutching his teeth together 

. and feeling as if the wind has poured into his blood vessels and feeling glad 
that he isn't driving for fear that the laughter would rock him off into a spin, 
rolling over and over on the line between water and sand, he looking at Del's 
hands on the steering wheel and then at the engine under the long red hood 
with the thin louvres on each side, hearing how the ever-driving roar of the 
twelve cylinders is drowned out by the brain and nature silence of the sky and 
the mounds and the water and even of the welcoming banal lights of Pent
water their destination eight miles to the north, where Honey and Blakey are 
waiting for them with the motor running just in case somebody else is waiting 
too, a small string jutting half-visible from behind the rise of the dune that they 
pass. 
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